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Takes the hard work out of scrubbing your pool
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TRIPLE CLEAN WITH VORTEX ACTION
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The powerful Vortex generates a
vacuum that sucks up debris
and creates a gentle scrubbing
action to remove algae and
calcium build up.

OPTIONAL
AUTO SKIM
UPGRADE
The new VTX-7 is a true Automatic
Pool Cleaning Solution – simply set
and forget. VTX-7’s Vortex Action and
Scrubbing Silicon Seal delivers a triple
cleaning action to thoroughly clean
your pool top, bottom and sides. With
its Ultra Flex Hose and Adjustable
Steering System, VTX-7 delivers
maximum coverage of your pool. VTX-7
is suitable for all pool material types.
Its Crisscross Cleaning Pattern is best
suited to pools with curved walls.

THE VTX-7 DIFFERENCE
TRIPLE CLEAN WITH
VORTEX ACTION
The powerful vortex vacuum gives
your pool a true top to bottom clean
by sucking up sand and debris,
scrubbing away calcium and
algae build up, and powering the
Smart-Skim to pull floating leaves
and insects into the skimmer box.
LARGE LEAF REMOVAL
The Oversized Leaf Scoop captures
and removes large leaves that
other cleaners can’t.

ENTIRE POOL COVERAGE
The Ultra Flex Hose and Adjustable
Steering System create a
Crisscross Cleaning Pattern to
allow the VTX-7 to move freely
and optimise coverage.

UNBEATABLE WARRANTIES
VTX-7 is built to last. It’s covered by
a massive 10-year Warranty on the
Flow Drive – its single moving part,
and a 2-year Full System Warranty.
Plus, you have the back up of local
service and support.

UPGRADE TO AUTO SKIM WITH
COMBINED VACUUM PLATE
Make pool maintenance even easier on yourself and upgrade to Kreepy Krauly’s
ultra-efficient Auto Skim. It not only whisks away surface debris like leaves
and bugs, it ensures optimum performance of your cleaner at all times. With
no fiddly valves or need for constant intervention and setting, it is truely a set
and forget surface automatic cleaning option.
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